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The SureFire SF-BFA-556 Blank Firing Adapter, for rifles and 
carbines chambered in .223 caliber (5.56 X 45 mm), allow for 
realistic training using blank ammunition. This BFA closely 
duplicates the weight, length, and feel of it’s equivalent SureFire 
sound suppressor. The Fast-Attach® mechanism allows for secure 
attachment or removal of the SF-BFA-556 to compatible SureFire 
adapters, no tools required.    

Designed for use with 10.5” – 12.5” 5.56mm weapon systems

¼  Bright yellow body color clearly indicates it as a safety device

¼  Emulates weight, length, and feel of an actual SureFire suppressor  
    during training exercises that simulate entry/breaching maneuvers,   
    cornering, and room clearing drills  

¼  Incorporates durable, fail-safe construction and the  
 highest-quality materials

¼  Orifice system regulates gas pressure generated by blank 
    ammunition for reliable cycling of host weapons with various 
 barrel lengths

¼  Fast-Attach® mechanism allows secure attachment/ detachment 
    in seconds—no tools required

¼  Long service life

¼  Made in the USA

SF-BFA-556 084871319706

*BFA will be rendered inoperable if a live round is mistakenly fired.

3-Prong Flash Hiders
SF3P-556-1/2-28
SF3P-556-MK46
SF3P-556-M14x1 LH*
SF3P-556-AUG*
SF3P-556-G36C*
SF3P-556-M15x1*
SF3P-556-M24X1.5

WARCOMP
WARCOMP-556-1/2-28
WARCOMP-556-M14X1
WARCOMP-556-M15x1
WARCOMP-556-MK46
WARCOMP-556-CTN-1/2-28
 

*Minimum order quantity, lead times may vary

NOTE: Blank Firing Adapter will only function properly when mounted 
on a SureFire Suppressor Adapter.

5.56 MM PRECISION MACHINED

FEATURES

PART# / UPC

FITS SUREFIRE SUPPRESSOR ADAPTERS

SF-BFA-556

BODY COLORS

CALIBER 5.56 mm

WEIGHT 17.3 oz (490 g)

DIAMETER 1.5 inches (3.8 cm)

LENGTH 6.2 inches (15.7 cm)
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SUREFIRE SUPPRESSOR BLANK FIRING ADAPTER
SF-BFA-556
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The SureFire SF-BFA-762 Blank Firing Adapter, for rifles and carbines 
chambered in .308 caliber, allow for realistic training using blank 
ammunition. This BFA closely duplicates the weight, length, and feel of 
it’s equivalent SureFire sound suppressor. The Fast-Attach® mechanism 
allows for secure attachment or removal of the SF-BFA-762 to compatible 
SureFire adapters, no tools required.    

Contact SureFire for weapon compatibility

¼  Bright yellow body color clearly indicates it as a safety device

¼  Emulates weight, length, and feel of an actual SureFire suppressor  
    during training exercises that simulate entry/breaching maneuvers,   
 cornering, and room clearing drills  

¼  Incorporates durable, fail-safe construction and the  
 highest-quality materials

¼  Orifice system regulates gas pressure generated by blank ammunition  
 for reliable cycling of host weapons with various barrel lengths

¼  Fast-Attach® mechanism allows secure attachment/ detachment in      
 seconds—no tools required

¼  Long service life

¼  Made in the USA

SF-BFA-762 084871319713

*BFA will be rendered inoperable if a live round is mistakenly fired.

3-Prong Flash Hiders
SF3P-762-M14x1 LH
SF3P-762-M14
SF3P-762-M24x1.5
SF3P-762-FAL
SF3P-762-M15X1
SF3P-762-SR25

Muzzle Brake
SFMB-762-SR25
SFMB-762-M18x1.5
SFMB-762-M18x1
SFMB-762-5/8-24

WARCOMP
WARCOMP-762-5/8-24
WARCOMP-762-AK47
WARCOMP-762-M15x1

*Minimum order quantity, lead times may vary

NOTE: Blank Firing Adapter will only function properly when mounted 
on a SureFire Suppressor Adapter.

SUREFIRE SUPPRESSOR BLANK FIRING ADAPTER
SF-BFA-762

7.62 MM PRECISION MACHINED

SF-BFA-762

BODY COLORS

CALIBER 7.62 mm

WEIGHT 18.9 oz (535 g)

DIAMETER 1.5 inches (3.8 cm)

LENGTH 8.4 inches (21.3 cm)
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FEATURES

PART# / UPC

FITS SUREFIRE SUPPRESSOR ADAPTERS


